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► Automate the Count Process. 

Use the barcode reader to scan inventory items, 

take photos of items observed, and easily record 

notes with voice dictation.

► One tool from start to finish. 

Use the interactive documentation platform to 

manage count assignments and to create and 

share count instructions and checklists.

► Monitor in real-time. 

Use the web application to view the count results 

instantaneously. Automated variance alerts allow 

for timely resolution of discrepancies while still 

onsite.

► Automatically reconcile results. 

Use 1Stop to reconcile final inventory count 

results to the client’s inventory compilation and 

stock ledger. Consolidate all count results into a 

single document.

Benefits

1STOP - Advanced Stock-taking Process

Innovate the physical asset inspection process
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Why 1STOP - Vision of Advanced Stock-taking Process

1 Stock Taking O2O Platform (1STOP) is

released through PC and Mobile to 

address the improvements in:
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